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Organization
Science Buddies is a
nonprofit 501(c)(3) software and
content developer that builds
online communities, resources,
and tools for K-12 science,
technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) education.

Our flagship product, an award-winning
15,000-page website
(www.sciencebuddies.org) with unique
tools and superior content, is one of the
most popular science websites on the
Internet. Science Buddies’ website
engages students with a revolutionary
approach to personalized, science
education.
Imagine visiting a science museum
where every exhibit is personalized to
match your exact interests —that’s what
Science Buddies is creating online.
Currently focused on K-12 hands-on
science activities and experiments, we
have a library of more than 1,000 project
ideas covering topics in over 30 scientific
fields and growing.
There are matches for virtually every
student —whether it’s a project to make
a piezoelectric pickup for acoustic guitar,
identify genes that are over-expressed in
pancreatic cancer tissue, create a
microbial fuel cell, or study how exercise
affects memory. Our mission is to help
children from all walks of life build their
literacy in science and technology so
they can become productive and
engaged citizens in the 21st century.
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Celebrating

10

years
of Science Education

Last fall, Science Buddies celebrated
its tenth anniversary, a decade when we
went from connecting a handful of
science students with mentors to serving
more than 12 million students, parents,
and teachers across the globe. We could
not have achieved this without the
support of our donors, the enthusiasm
of those who use our resources, and the
valuable insights contributed by our
nonprofit and educational partners.
To meet changing needs within the
science education realm, Science
Buddies has strengthened our flagship
programs that help students do science
fair projects while also creating new
resources for other science education
settings, such as summer science camps
and other out-of-school programs. Our
dramatic growth is the clearest evidence
of the need for our resources, as shown in
the graph to follow.

Founder, Ken Hess

“I was sitting in an awards ceremony
when my daughter was in eighth grade,
and I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be neat to do
something where I could level the
playing field for kids who don’t have a
parent who’s a scientist or an engineer?’
So, in 2001, with the help of a former
colleague, Tina Lanese, I launched
Science Buddies, an organization
designed to help kids undertake and
complete a successful science project.
We started on a very small scale because
we weren’t quite sure how it would do
and exactly what the focus should be, but
we quickly found there was a very strong
need for quality information on the web
for kids doing science projects.”
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Growth and Milestones: 2001 - 2011
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Description of Programs
Whether our user’s goal is to find a fun

asks questions about everyday interests
and grade level and directs students to
matching project ideas in the library.
Students who use the Wizard are 95%
more likely to find a project idea that
satisfies them compared with students
who simply browse possible projects.

science activity for the kids or win the
international science fair,
sciencebuddies.org puts comprehensive,
scientist-authored tools, tips, and
techniques at her fingertips.
A sample of our resources is as follows:
-*(.*3(*&.774/*(9:.)*&3)9-*
3,.3**7.3,*8.,374/*(9:.)*&7*
comprehensive online guides to science
research, science fair projects, and the
invention design process. They include
step-by-step guidance, actual sample
assignments, photos of science fair
projects, tips for success, and selfgrading guides for students.
F74':89*&(-*7*84:7(*88*(9.43
includes planning guides for science fairs,
printable copies of how-to information,
and lesson plans for in-classroom
activities using readily available
materials.
4-*1589:)*398+.3)&3.397.38.(&11>
interesting project, we have borrowed
concepts from e-commerce to develop
an “intelligent” recommender for the
Science Buddies website. The tool we
created, the Topic Selection Wizard,

volunteer to help students with their
project questions. AAE is a great way
for students to get help when they don’t
have a parent, teacher, or other adult
with the knowledge, time, or ability
required. When students have guidance,
they have more fun doing their science
fair projects and undertake more
challenging experiments. AAE also offers
a searchable database of past questions

39*7*89F7*&8(4;*7C2& /47+.*1)8.3
science and engineering, offer
background information (e.g.
vocabulary, important concepts,
equations, and safety information), and a
large selection of Project Ideas.
74/*(9)*&8&7*)*9&.1*)4:91.3*89-&9
guide students through the process of
creating challenging and innovative
science projects. Each Project Idea
includes: a description of the subject
matter, bibliographic references,
locations of Internet-based public domain
tools and/or real-time scientific data,
and suggested experimental procedures.
Each of our Project Ideas is authored
either by our staff scientists or by
volunteers who are science or technical
professionals.
F80&3=5*79AFFB.8&3431.3*
message board-style forum staffed by
science and engineering professionals
and talented science students who
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and answers so that other students may
benefit from past discussions.

Awards

(.*3(*:)).*8-&85&793*7*)<.9-
AquaPhoenix Education to produce
complete Project Kits for some of our
247*545:1&774/*(9)*&8G&2.1.*8
no longer have to drive to ten different
stores to find needed supplies; with
Science Buddies kits they can have
everything involved with their projects
conveniently delivered to their doors—all
in one box.

Science Buddies’
15,000-page website

F1.'7&7>4+2:19.2*).&(.*3(*&7**78
provides information about science and
technology careers, including job duties,
education requirements, salary ranges,
and links to interviews with
professionals. The Science Careers link to
relevant Project Ideas that students can
try to experience what the career might
be like.

has earned the trust of our
users because it
is grounded in
solid, researchbased science.

F:22*7(.*3(*&25*84:7(*&3)
other Parent Resources for informal
science education.
F897:(9:7*)84+9<&7*8>89*29-&9
allows partner organizations to run
online science mentoring programs, such
&89-*&77.84:3)&9.43&3)
University of Texas–Pan American who
run “STOMP” (science and technology
online mentoring program) for middle
school students in South Texas.

In 2011, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the
journal Science, the most preeminent
scientific publication in the world,
awarded the Science Buddies website
the Science Prize for Online Resources
in Education. Past winners include the
MIT OpenCourseWare project, the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, and the American
Museum of Natural History. The award
included the honor of authoring a
peer-reviewed essay, “Science Buddies:
Advancing Informal Science Education.”
This has enhanced our already excellent
reputation among scientists, such as
research partners at MIT, Scripps,
Stanford, and UC. The American Library
Association, the Parents’ Choice
4:3)&9.43N&3)9-*(. .308574,7&24+
the National Science Teachers
Association also recommend Science
Buddies.
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New content: Our team of scientists and
editors published 28 new Project Ideas, 41
science career profiles, and three new
short-term, hands-on classroom activities
for educators to use with their students.
We also created new Interest Areas in our
Project Idea library for Medical
Biotechnology and Biotechnology
Techniques.

Highlights
of 2011

Expanded resources: We launched an
3,.3**7.3,*8.,374/*(9:.)*
consisting of more than 20 articles
describing what engineering is and how
to do an engineering project. We also
expanded our Video and Computer
&2*7*84:7(*894.3(1:)*&
Kid-friendly Programming Languages
:.)*N&*&(-*7K&7*39.)*4&2*8
and STEM Curriculum resource, and a
&2* &0*7:947.&1G

Unparalleled growth: Our site traffic
increased 25% over our record-breaking
numbers from 2010. In 2011, we hit a new
record high of over 12 million unique
student, teacher, and parent visitors for
the year. We now serve a number of
visitors equal to 20% of the U.S. K-12
population.
National recognition: The respected
journal, Science, named Science Buddies
a winner of the Science Prize for Online
Resources in Education (SPORE). See the
awards section above for details.
Building partnerships: We were chosen
by Scientific American magazine to
assist in the creation of content for their
“Bring Science Home” section, which
features a series of free and fun science
activities that parents can do with their
children. Science Buddies also served as
the primary instructional resource for the
44,1*(.*3(*&.7G

the team that won the top prize at the
2011 Intel International Science and
3,.3**7.3,&.7G
Added convenience: Making it even
easier for students and families to gather
materials for a science fair project, we
launched our new Project Idea Kit
program to sell science kits for
Science Buddies Project Ideas. In the first
15 weeks of our ten-kit pilot program, we
sold more than 1,000 kits, a clear sign
that this is a service our users want.
Reliable technology: We completed
important infrastructure upgrades to
keep the 15,000 page site and its
interactive tools safe, speedy, and ready
for as many as 100,000 daily visitors
from a myriad of platforms and browsers.

Integrated content: Through our blog
and social media streams, we published
content that connects science history
and science news to hands-on projects
that students can explore from our
library of Project Ideas. We also
distributed twelve monthly newsletters,
two of which were special “themed”
issues focusing on Heart Health Science
&3).)*4&3)425:9*7&2**8.,3G
Fostering future scientists: We launched
4:7+.789:22*7*114<874,7&2<.9-
six incoming college freshman, including
7
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2011

Demographics and
Traffic Statistics
;*72.11.43;.8.9478.3
;*7%2.11.435&,*;.*<8.3
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G2.11.43-4:7885*39434:78.9*
;*72.11.43:8*787*,.89*7*)434:7
website using the Topic Selection
Wizard
.2*43J8.9*&3)9.2*43J5&,*
statistics are very high relative to all
sites in general and also among
reference sites
F243,89:)*39;.8.9478N,7&)*1*;*18L
o
26% K – 5
o
56% 6 – 8
o
16% 9 – 12
 .11.4384+5&7*398A J!;.8.94784+9*3
accompanied by parents)
!NC9*&(-*7;.8.9478
!!h+*2&1*N !h2&1*
*4,7&5-.(14(&9.434+GG;.8.9478.8
roughly proportionate to state
population
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Science Buddies partners with organizations who share a

Partners

common vision to improve science, technology, engineering, and math literacy and
education in grades K-12. Below is a list of our past and current partners.































F6:&-4*3.=):(&9.43
 A&1.+473.&9&9*:22*7(-441+47 &9-*2&9.(8&3)(.*3(*B
>'*7(-&8*
7&,43+1>
):(&9.4331.2.9*)
=5&3).3,4:747.?438 *9<470
&1.1*4 *&73.3,
&7(.& &9 943>7440
44,1*
-*&77.84:3)&9.43
4:.8F7289743, .))1*(-441
&9.43&1*39*7+4742*3&3)3+472&9.43*(-3414,>A B
*<4709&9* :8*:2
FAK74,7&2B
7*,43 :8*:24+(.*3(*&3)3):897>
&(.+.(3*7,>*39*7
74/*(9=5147&9.43
74/*(9 *&)9-*&>
4'49.(8):(&9.434:3)&9.43
(.*3(* *<8+47 .)8
Scientific American Magazine
(-441N7*,.43&1N89&9*&3)3&9.43&18(.*3(*&3)*3,.3**7.3,(425*9.9.438944
numerous to list individually
4(.*9>+47(.*3(*.39-*:'1.(
:22*78(.*3(*(&2589443:2*74:8941.89
*&(-+47F2*7.(&
*(-'7.),*
-*397*5.)*&F.7&3)5&(* :8*:2
-**(- :8*:24+334;&9.43
3.;*78.9>4+*=&8J&3F2*7.(&3
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Spotlight on Partnerships
After a great summer camp experience
focused on science and put on by
5&793*78-*&77.84:3)&9.43&3)
University of Texas-Pan American, a large
group of South Texas middle school
students are staying committed to
science learning the whole year round by
using online forum technology provided
by Science Buddies. With this support,
some of these students have completed
their own science projects—even when
their schools did not require one.
:3).3,+742 494741&41:9.438
4:3)&9.432&)*9-.8*3,&,.3,574,7&2
possible.

Science Buddies has had extensive experience and success collaborating with
individual researchers, academic institutes, and corporate sponsors to create Project
Ideas in more than 30 areas of science. Our services have been particularly useful in
-*15.3,574+*884788*(:7* 7*8*&7(-,7&398N.3(1:).3, *&71>(&7**7
development (CAREER program) grants, and in aiding institutes in fulfilling targeted
science education campaigns. Examples of previous and continuing academic
outreach partnerships include researchers at:














&88&(-:8*998389.9:9*4+*(-3414,>A B
&=1&3(0389.9:9*+4773.9-414,>
41*(:1&7(.*3(*8389.9:9*
*<4709&9* :8*:2
&9.43&1(*&3.(&3)F92485-*7.(
Administration (NOAA)
7.3(*9433.;*78.9>
(7.558389.9:9*
9&3+47)3.;*78.9>
9&9*3.;*78.9>4+ *<470N943>7440
3.;*78.9>4+&1.+473.&*39*7+47
Environmental Implications of Nanotechnology
3.;*78.9>4+&1.+473.&'8*7;&947.*8K .(0
Observatory
3.;*78.9>4+&1.+473.&N&39&7:?
K  41*(:1&7(.*3(*8389.9:9*
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Testimonials and Success Stories
Each year, we receive feedback
from dozens of teachers, students,
and parents who have success
with our services. Here is a sample
of what they said in 2011:

“Dear the people of science buddies,
My name is Olivia and I am a 7th grader
in California. When I was in 5th grade
I had to do a science fair project and I
followed the steps of your ‘Huddle and
Cuddle: How puppies keep warm’ and
guess what........... I won first place!!!!!!! In
6th grade we didn’t do science fair so
I wasn’t able to use your website. Now
I’m in 7th grade and when my science
teacher said we were doing a science fair
I knew I had to go on this website. I am
thinking of doing your ‘How salty does
the sea have to be for an egg to float’
but I’m not sure. Hopefully I get first,
second, or third. All in all I just wanted to
let you know that this website is the best
and you don’t even have to pay to get an
outstanding science fair. Thanks a bunch,
Olivia”
–Olivia, a seventh grade student in
California (unedited quote)
“The main reason for sending you this
email was to say thanks for guiding me
for winning in the science fair. My team
was the best of category team project
award and the grand winner for the
category at the science fair. It was a
provincial science fair held by Intel. My
question was answered on your website
and I learned how to make a display

board, write a research paper, an
abstract and even how to make a data
14,'440G4:7<*'8.9*.8)4.3,;*7><*11
and I find myself lucky to know about this
website. Thanks once again.”
–Sidra, Student
“Science Buddies is an invaluable
resource for K-12 students and teachers. I
-&;*'**3:8.3,9-*.7N431.3*
resources since I began teaching middle
school in 2005. As I teach 165 students
(five classes of 33 students each), it can
be very difficult to provide one-on-one
time guiding students through their
projects. We ask our students to do most
work independently, but the daunting
amount of information returned by
plugging the keywords ‘science fair’ into
a search engine overwhelms even the
best students. Science Buddies however
provides what I like to call ‘One Stop
Shopping’ for science fairs. Our students
can search through over 1000 tested and
refined science fair projects to attempt…
This site has not only helped me, it has
also increased the level of understanding
and degree of difficulty in projects
carried out by our students. We have
come a long way from volcanoes and
electromagnets!”
–Rick Akalski, Teacher, Science Fair Coordinator, Louis Armstrong Middle School,
Queens, New York, where a ma jority of
students are eligible for free or reduced
price lunches.
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“…Each year, I begin my students’ preparation for the school science-o-rama
with a visit to the Science Buddies website to take the interest survey and find
ideas for their projects. Several winning
projects at our elementary school fair
have started with ideas from the Science
Buddies website. My student who was
this year’s top winner at our school fair
started with an idea found on the website, adjusted it to meet the classroom requirements, and added her own creative
twist. As school captain of our science-orama for several years, I have used the
planning guide from the Science Buddies
website for the last six years. It is a very
:8*+:19441+470**5.3,C9*&(-*78&3)
300 students working toward one of the
best-attended, high-energy events at
our school. Each teacher knows about
the website and all of the students’ families get information about using it…I also
check it for hands-on ideas I can use in
my classroom science lessons. I am very
happy with the website!”
–Diane Daily
Teacher, San Jose, California

“I teach and manage a site of Adventure
in Science (AIS), a science education
program for children ages 8-11 that runs
on Saturday mornings at the National
Institutes of Health. Our students do an
independent science project every year
and present their findings at a
symposium-like event, along with
students from other AIS sites in
Montgomery County. When students are
having trouble selecting a project, I
routinely recommend Science Buddies as
&,44)<&>94,*9842*.)*&8G4:7
‘wizard’ for finding projects is helpful, and
I especially like your comments about
features of a good or bad project, and
your Ask an Expert section where kids
can get personalized advice when they
have problems with a project. The site
contains a lot of excellent materials and I
really value it as a resource for my
students (and also for me in planning my
teaching).”
–Ed Max, Teacher, Montgomery County,
Maryland

“I was trying to help my daughter, a high
school sophomore, select her classes for
next year. She thinks she might be
interested in engineering. We really
weren’t sure what sorts of careers
engineering includes or what kinds of
things engineers actually do. I typed
‘engineering careers’ into a search
engine and up came sciencebuddies.org.
4:7(&7**75&,*8&7*&<*842*@@@@@@@@@@@
Thank you for providing this great
resource!”
–Lisa Winn, Parent, Danville, California

U*14;*(.*3(*:)).*8@4:7<*'8.9*
is by far the best science fair resource
online! Thank you so much!”
–Edward Altenberg, Teacher, Pa jaro
Valley Unified School District,
Watsonville, California
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The Faces of Science Buddies

Nithin Tumma
The Science Buddies Ask an
Expert program continues
to give top science students
the opportunity to do
valuable community service
by assisting other students
with science questions.
Nithin Tumma, a senior at
Port Huron Northern High School in Port
Huron, Michigan, is an example of an
ultimate “science buddy.” As a volunteer
high school mentor in our Ask an Expert
forum in 2011, he won the Craig Sander
Outstanding Mentor Award for his
contributions. He credits mentoring at
Science Buddies as a student Expert in
the Ask an Expert volunteer program with
helping him recognize and understand
the “teacher” within him. His experience
at Ask an Expert, he says, also helped
him better articulate science—both his
own and scientific concepts he spent
time explaining in answering questions
from other students. Here at Science
Buddies, there were cheers all around
when we heard the news that Nithin had
won the top award in the 2012 Intel
Science Talent Search. Nithin’s project

dealt with slowing the growth of breast
cancer cells, a step which may aid in
treating the disease. Nithin is truly a
success in demonstrating a commitment
to not only advanced science research
but also community service and science
education.

Mikaela May
Mikaela May’s world is one full of
flowers—flowers at the florist shop where
8-*<47085&799.2*G47-*79-&3)9-
grade science projects, Mikaela, a
student at Crowley High School in
Crowley, TX, combined her growing
interest in science with her passion for
the floral industry and asked, “What
solution most effectively helps preserve
the life of roses?” Developing her first
agriscience project from scratch was
a challenge, but her focus was in full
bloom. Using the Science Buddies
74/*(9:.)*&8&(-*(01.89N8-*
successfully moved from early stages
of designing her experimental study to
running her trials and documenting her
results. As a culmination, her Phase II
project was recognized as an American
:8*:24+ &9:7&1.8947>Y84:3,
Naturalist Science Competition
*2.J.3&1.89G
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(7&> (**
(7&> (**:9.1.?*)-.8+&2.1>+&72+47'49-
scientific and historical inquiry. McCray wanted to test
Squanto’s advice to the Pilgrims about growing
corn—are dead fish the best fertilizer? McCray’s mom
turned to Science Buddies’ Ask an Expert online advice
forum to find out what was most important for McCray
to measure, and to ensure the project was kept realistic
and straightforward enough for a second grader. Thanks
to suggestions from ‘Expert’ volunteers, McCray
measured both height and quantity of ear production
for the next 13 weeks.

22&14:)*2&3
22&14:)*2&39:73*)94(.*3(*:)).*8Y45.(
Selection Wizard to find a project for her first school
science fair. In reviewing the list of recommended projects,
Emma spotted an electricity project that required her to
build a Leyden jar and trap electricity in a Styrofoam cup.
Emma received an Honorable Mention at her school’s
science fair, recognition given only to projects that met the
full requirements of the fair’s judging rubric.
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Darwin Level ($25,000 – $49,999)
-*F89*11&8F4:3)&9.43
.4J&) &'47&947.*8
 *)22:3*

Donors
Science Buddies continued to enjoy
generous support from dozens of
corporate sponsors whose donations
funded the ma jority of our operating
budget. In 2011 we launched our first ever
Annual Campaign; however, as in prior
years, enlisting corporate support was
the focus of our fundraising strategy.
Science Buddies received grants or
in-kind donations from the following
organizations and individuals in 2011,
recognized in alphabetical order within
each category:
National Supporting Sponsor ($145,000)
 494741&41:9.4384:3)&9.43
Einstein Level ($100,000)
>2&39*(47547&9.43
Copernicus Level ($50,000 – $99,999)
F 4:3)&9.43
F2,*34:3)&9.43
-*;743
 .+**(-3414,.*84:3)&9.43
 *)9743.(4:3)&9.43
 479-7457:22&34:3)&9.43

Newton Level ($1,000 – $24,999)
.4,*3)*(4:3)&9.43
>57*88*2.(43):(947
 
*3*39*(-N& *2'*74+9-*4(-*
74:5
44,1*
397*5.) :8*:24:3)&9.43N3(G
 :3.5*7 *9<47084:3)&9.43:3)N&3
advised fund of the Silicon Valley
422:3.9>4:3)&9.43
 4(0-**) &79.3
 494741& 4'.1.9>4:3)&9.43
 &9.43&1*2.(43):(947
 4;4 47).80
&(.+.(&8&3)1*(97.(425&3>
-**39&.74:3)&9.43
3):897.*84:3)&9.43
&3.804:3)&9.43N&3&);.8*)+:3)4+
the Silicon Valley Community
4:3)&9.43
>2&39*(47547&9.43
>3&59.(8
*73.*74+9<&7**(-3414,>
*89*73.,.9&1
*89.3,-4:8*1*(97.(425&3>
*74=4:3)&9.43
.1.3=422:3.9>:3)N&3&);.8*)
fund of the Silicon Valley Community
4:3)&9.43

Individual Donors and Private Foundation
($1000 and higher)
F343>24:8
 &70&.1*>
 >337*<*7
47)43:'&308
 *3&3)433.**88
 4*<*389*734:3)&9.43
.(0 &7?
-&71*8&3) .2 :11.3
 472&3:
Academic Outreach Partners
7G41&3) &>8N *<4709&9*
Museum
7GF&74342&34<80>N3.;*78.9>4+
California Observatories, Lick
Observatory
7G1.?&'*9-4:3,N &88&(-:8*998
Institute of Technology
Donations in Kind
F);&3(*) .(74*;.(*8
.97.=>89*28N3(G
44,1*
 
&(.+.(&8&3)1*(97.(425&3>
4+&37&3(.8(4
-*&72&39*71.3, N *314&70
74):(9.438N 
>2&39*(47547&9.43
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Financial Summary
Science Buddies is a very costeffective organization. Our programs
happen online, so we are able to keep
costs and barriers to volunteering low.
Our cost structure is unusually
straightforward in that we have few
expenses beyond staff salaries. The bulk
of our staff salaries go towards software
development, content development, and
online programming.

A summary of our 2011 and 2010 results are below:

Sources of Revenue
2011

2010

Funding from Corporations, Private Foundations, and Individuals
Program Service Revenue
Dividends and Interest
Other Income

$ 1,306,844
5,775
350
37

$ 1,455,227
–
557
1,582

Total Revenue

$ 1,313,006

$ 1,457,366

Summary of Expenses
2011
Employee Wages, Taxes and Benefits
Server, Internet, and Content Software
Search Engine Advertising (In-Kind)
Awards and Subgrants
Website Content Subcontractors
Other Expenses

$

Total Expenses

$ 1,479,187
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914,959
90,710
334,409
25,300
31,991
81,818

2010
$

609,177
95,452
330,640
550
25,492
53,295

$ 1,114,606

